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Raymond Coeds Look At College
Life As Typical Collegiate Norm

Studio Theater To
Present Original By
Art Roberson

KCVN Broadcasts From 6-10:30 Daily
Hear Programs Especially For You

The Pacific Studio Theater will
Dr. John Dennis, Director of Broadcasting at the University,
be presenting an original drama,
recently explained the purposes and plans of KCVN, the. campus
"Well, it's been two weeks since they were shipped in, and I "Don't Leave Go My Hand," on
haven't seen one yet. I've looked all over, but nothing seems to i October 22, 23. 29, and 31 for a radio station. He emphasized that the purpose of the student oper
be out of the ordinary. I don't exactly know what to look for; general admission price of 50c. ated station is to provide "programs with a purpose and that purpose
they could be furry little creatures, or maybe they have two heads. i Each performance will begin at is not to make money." KCVN seeks to combine entertainment and
purpose in its programming.
One thing is for sure—they must be pretty far out . . . "
8 p.m.
The above seems to be the*
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 7)
general consensus around campus
about those strange little guinea
pigs in the Raymond College ex
periment. Well, this may come as
a shock, but we Raymondites are
Ivan the Terrible, Sergei Eisenas "normal" as anyone else in
U.O.P. The one thing we're not stein's pageant of Russia's first
is conformists. There are a lot of Czar and his campaign to unify
different types and personalities the Russian nation, is showing
at Raymond, but that just makes tonight at 7:30 and this afternoon
at 3:00 at the "Y".
jt more interesting.
Along with it, two films from
Of course there are differences
between the two campuses. We N e w Y o r k ' s e x p e r i m e n t a l f i l m
are smaller and therefore in clos*- distribution house, Cinema 16,
Vol. 61, No. 6
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'
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)
by SUE SHIRLEY

'Ivan The Terrible'
Tonight On Campus

Knoles Philosophy
Lecture Brings
Raymond College Br. William Reese
Hosts Open House

RAYMOND GOLLEGE OFFICIALLY OPENS DOORS TOMORROW

The 1962 Knoles Philosophy
Lecture, sponsored by the UOP
Raymond College will official Philosophy Department, will be
ly open its doors tomorrow morn held on Oct. 18. The lecturer is
ing when it has its first open Dr. William L. Reese, chairman
house. A large tent will be set j of the Department of Philosophy
up in the Quad to welcome visit- j at the University of Delaware. He
ors and will have student guides will speak oil the philosophical
point of view of the "Democratic
available.
Idea."
Invitations have been sent out |
The initial lecture will be given
to all Pacific parents, faculty,
next
Thursday at the President's
state officials, civic leaders, the
Pacific Association and the entire Convocation. The time is 11 a.m.
city of Stockton has been invited at the Conservatory. Later that
afternoon Dr. Reese will lecture
through the papers.
The entire college will be open at Raymond. In the evening,
at this time and the recreation sponsored jointly by the Ander(Continued on Page 8)
rooms and lounges will be open
in the Quads where Pacific stu
dents live. According to Dr. Woodrow Wilson
Peckham the open house is to
g i v e t h e c o m m u n i t y a n d t h e '63-4 Grants Offered
Competition for the 1,000 firstparents a chance to meet and
talk with Raymond students and year graduate study awards of
fered by the Woodrow Wilson
to see the facilities.
The Pacific Association will National Fellowship Foundation
also be on campus / tomorrow. for 1963-4 is under way, accord
This is a group of "friends" of ing to Dr. Willis N. Potter, Dean
the University. The Association of the School of Graduate Study.
Faculty members have until
will serve an outdoor barbeque
October
31st to nominate candi
for the faculty at noon and then
Photograph by Chris Petersen
a t 1 : 3 0 t h e a s s o c i a t i o n w i l l dates for the awards. All nom
meet in the conservatory where inees will be notified by the
Students relax in Raymond's coveted "Great Hall"—the combination library', living room, and
they will hear President Burns Foundation's regional chairman
auditorium in which Raymondites hold discussions, lectures, and rallies. It maintains Raymond s
report on various phases of the to return an information form
subtle beauty, which is thoroughly dominated by modernistic English Georgian architecture.
growth and future of the Uni immediately after receipt and to
versity of Pacific. The Associa file other credentials no later
tion will then go for the high than November 20th. Chairman
light of their day; the Raymond for this region is Dr. Robert S.
Kinsman, UCLA.
College open house.

"Y" Back-packers
Brave Yosemite
By HERB BOLZ

All College Dance
Tonight At Raymond

Pacific Associates'
Banquet Tomorrow

Tomorrow evening Raymond
Tonight the Raymond College
Twenty-eight hardy Pacific stu will open its doors for the first College will give a banquet for
invited guests only. This w i l l
dents, faculty, and faculty wives
social event in its history, an serve as an introduction to Ray
braved the wilds of Yosemite
Park on October 6, 7. The argo all college dance. The dance will mond College for the Pacific As
nauts left Anderson "Y", spon be held in the Great Hall and will sociates who will be holding
sor of the event, bright and early feature Ted Herman and his band. their yearly meeting that day.
Approximately 250 people, in
Saturday morning and finally All students on campus are in
cluding local civic and political
r e a c h e d t h e i r d e s t i n a t i o n f o u r vited to come from 9 to 12 in in
leaders, are expected to attend
long hours later.
the affair which will begin at
formal attire.
The basic plan of attack was
6:30 p.m. in the Great Hall.
to drive to Tuolumne Meadows,
According to Dr. Peckman the
Dr. Dean McHenry, chancellor
hike four miles to upper Cathe purpose of the dance is to get
of the University of California
dral Lake, and then set up camp the two colleges acquainted and
campus at Santa Cruz, a school
in this idyllic, pastoral setting.
which is being patterned after
to
let
Pacific
students
see
t
h
e
The more adventurous conquistaRaymond College, will be the
dores would, from this base camp, Raymond facilities. Saturday is
keynote speaker of the evening.
mount a courageous assault on the official opening of Raymond
Dr. McHenry's speech will be,
the grim, foreboding crags of College and Pacific students are
"Liberal Education in the Con
towering Cathedral Peak.
invited to visit Raymond dorms, temporary World."
The sunshine back-packers and
the commons room and come to
Also appearing on the program
summer outdoorsmen soon met ;
adversity in the form of snow and the dance in the Great Hall as a will be a student string quartet
i and music by Johana Harris. At
biting winds the last two miles preview.
Photograph by Chris Petersen
this time, a metal sculpture
of the ephemeral ("Ah. j u s t
Refreshments will be served which is an interpretation o f
breathe in the smog-free air,
The center of Raymond College is distinguished by its beautiful
Martha")
pilgrimmage. After | and the proceeds will go to the Raymond College's crest will be
fountain.
1 Student Union fund.
unveiled.
(Continued on Page 8)
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From The Editor
Goal Of The Pacific Weekly:
To Help Students Improve UOP

Letters...
Pacific Theatre Gal Fights Back:
More "Exciting" Solution For Doldrums

fuls of sugar, add one qUart
lemon, fill cup with ice, add ^
W'
er. Cost: about 35 cents
... and the list goes'on- h
the point is this: The students
Pacific are in a definite diss
vantage as far as good eati
establishments go.
I think it's time we let h'
know how we feel—(probably a'
ful if you've eaten at the p,
Zone lately).

To Our Most Illustrious Theatre Critic . . . J.S.H.:
May I be the fitst to congratulate you on your most brilliant
People have told me that my first editorial should have editorial concerning "Theatre Doldrums!" And, hastily may I
included my statement of policy as editor of the Pacific apologize to the COLLEGE KIDS for the Drama Department's lack
Weekly. I disagree. That is why I have waited until now of "fun shows." Little did I realize that DENNY AND THE
to state our policy—now7, w7hen there is reason to state it. WITCHES, currently playing at the Playbox was so tragic and so
—Ron Ranson
Last week in this column, several suggestions and criti utterly lacking in comedy. Terribly remiss on my part, particularly
since I enact one of the leading roles! Also may I extend my most
cisms were made of the Pacific Theatre. On Friday after the heartfelt regret, that the COLLEGE KIDS are not being entertained!
(Thank you very much f,
^Weekly had been released, several Theatre people talked to How stupid of the Drama Dept. to forget that the theatre is no) your flawlessly unopinionated d
me, disagreeing with what I said. I spoke with others who for the mind, but rather to give one's abdominal passage exercise scription, Ron. Do all Pacificit,
or to excite the sensual senses with fantastic scenes of semi-nudity share this view? If not (or
agreed with me.
so)', please let us at the Week]
accompanied
by "bump and grind" music.
A small controversy bubbled forth, and suddenly the
know.—Ed.)
In order to correct any further*
Theatre came into the limelight here on campus. This is mistakes, I shall dash over to
began. After listening to several
good.
DeMarcus Brown and suggest speeches and reading numerous
Whether what the Weekly says is the Absolute Truth that a strip number be done dur articles, the exact benefits i t
(in relation to opinion) or not is relatively unimportant. ing intermissions of "Breath of carries to us are not known.
On October 1, the Speech The
What is important is whether or not it fulfills its main pur Spring," an English COMEDY Gathering pieces here and apy Club held its second meetir
(FUN SHOW) opening on Octo
pose here on campus. Before wre state our purpose, know ber 18. That should be most en there, the actual and tangible of the semester at which the ne
benefits of the NSA are:
fall officers were elected. Tt
first that almost all the major newspapers in the country tertaining!!
new officers are:
1)
Low-cost
student
travel
all
agree that their purpose is threefold: to inform, influence, That college theatre is a work
President
Sue Edelmar
ing ground for future actors, is around the world.
and entertain.
2) Interchange of ideas between Vice-President .. Janet Daniels
of
no
consequence.
Since
Broad
Essentially, we try to do all three. Yet, the Weekly is
way successes are only musicals, students of the U.S.
Recording Secty .. Brenda Rose
in a unique position in that we do not have to sell our outstanding playwrights such as
3) Exchange of relations with Corr. Secty
Sue Lytle
product. Therefore we can afford to do something most O'Neil, Williams and Brecht student unions of other countries.
Treasurer
Cristie
Abel
professional papers cannot. We can adopt for ourselves a should be discarded. These men
— Alaine Sven
Public
Relations
..
Ellen
Marks
moral purpose.
have a message to mankind. How
To The Editor:
The Speech Therapy Club ha
This purpose is to improve, internally, the University impossibly dull!! Particularly at
the university level. We COLSince food seems to be a popu- planned many trips for this senof the Pacific wherever improvement can be made; to do
LEGE KIDS don't need messages lar theme in the Weekly these ester. On Saturday, October IS
so by voicing the opinions and counter-opinions of the two or ideas . . . No, we need enter- days, I thought I would extend the club will attend the Speed
groups on campus who are, necessarily, in the weakest tainment at the highest level ... our thoughts and stomachs past and Hearing Associations' Stat
the troubled dining halls to a Convention in Fresno. A bu
positions for expressing their views: the students and the BURLESQUE!!
Yes, Pacific Theatre is dying quaint hole in the wall called will be chartered if enough stu
faculty.
internally, because the COLLEGE (among other things) the End d e n t s s i g n u p . M e m b e r s w i l
Such a policy cannot, of course, be upheld without a
KIDS don't like our shows. What Zone. In short, I have a beef to leave about 8:00 a.m. and retun
certain amount of criticism . . . both from us and from could be a better criteria?? I bow pick with the End Zone. (Excuse
at 6 p.m. All students ant
students and faculty at large. Often this criticism will be to the astute observations of our the pun.) The End Zone, I believe, members of the Student Califor
directed through me and, although I make no pretense of most culturally-orientated student ranks right along with some of nia Teachers Association who art
being right all the time, I shall always attempt to express body. May such a mass of the worst bus stations in t h e interested in this trip, please con
"KIDS" always guide my Americas.
tact Sue Edelman at Delta Gam
the views held by the majority of the campus population. thoughts, ideas, and manner of
ma immediately.
To
prove
my
point
I
call
all
In regards to this column, I have never and will never living. v
,
Forevermore, the Bawdy the waffle fans- Wlth 'ron-lined stomexpress a view that has not first been expressed to me by at
Bumps and the Booze should I f f
°r Waffle. Unleast several other persons.
guide our theatre's choice of|l°fe'y * did—BUT LIVED!
Yet, the view expressed here last week (that Pacific
a ,f[esh' bat"
plays. This without a doubt is the jj?
®
Theatre should do a musical comedy) — judging from this cure to Pacific Theatre's Dolke A had been used
®
as a doormat at the bookstore.
week's mail—was apparently held by vers7 few7 people. For drums.
this, let me apologize. I have failed in the Weekly's purpose. In the words from Gypsy (musi-LWh*" this ^ticn was called
ii comedy)
«r
,
I to Thor s attention, he replied,
cal
"Let me enterAll I can do, I guess, is try harder. Which I shall.
'the
6 liquid
tain you, Let me make you smile Lu
• . had been left out of
(How's that, buckaSWING IN TO SAN FRANCISCO
I can do a few tricks . . !" (Gypsy
3208 Pacific Ave.
Rose
Lee
.
.
.
Stripper).
.JOW that we're faced with several gameless Saturdays,
otber
Dramatically yours,
tasty mouth-wrenchStockton
Pacifieites who are unacquainted with San Francisco will
ing item is their "lemonade." InJENNIFER BUTLER
have an opportunity to explore Stockton's beautiful neigh- ^
gredients: About 8 to 10 spoonor, the City by the Bay." It is less than two hours away To the Editor:
The editorial criticism of the!
bv car or bus (Greyhound service is excellent).
Students who gripe about "nothing to do" here in Stock Pacific theatre seems most irre
sponsible in asserting that the]
ton will fmd themselves with a fantastic variety of activities primary purpose of that theatre
which may be entertaining, educational, or just plain restful. group should be to satisfy the |
Expense should be no problem. You can eat a picnic lunch shallow tastes of the great ma
while watching a polo match in Golden Gate Park, where jority of Pacific students. And
what does the fact that musicals
tandem bikes are the only way to travel.
are successful on Broadway have
Cruise the bay by tugboat. Eat pastrami and bagels and to do with the value of a play?
visit the art shops in Sausalito. Window shop at Sack's and
The pressure is on for bet
Granted there should be plays
ter grades. Make studying
rooks Brothers on Maiden Lane. See the play "Oliver!" or and musicals that ". . . make
easier by starting the reward
play-going fun," but has the edi
the film The Longest Day."
tor considered the fun of an ex
ing "look it up" habit that
Powell St. cable car over Nob Hill to Fisherperience or thought that did not
develops the ability to learn
• .] karf, where sixty-cent shrimp cocktails are always reinforce his own views of the
— to read, write, and speak
«£ u
°ne °f 1116 §reat entertainers at the Blackhawk world? Pacific can and should
effectively. Every student
«>r the Hungry i. Visit the famous de Young Museum. Get offer more than musicals. If
should own and use a current
some ear y Christmas shopping done inexpensivelv on Grant Pacific Theatre is dying internal
copy of Webster's New Col
ly, as the editor states, it is be
Ave. in Chinatown.
legiate Dictionary.
cause Pacific students care little
This is the desk-size
ar°1""1
Market St' and P«0P'e-watch. for what is not already cliche.
K„f
Merriam-Webster that is re
C" some SaUl,'<la-v'
— BERT RAMSEY
a balf
GO. And have
quired or recommended at
(Dr.
O.
Bertrand Ramsey)
'
— J. S. H.
schools and colleges every
Department of Chemistry

Speech Therapy Elects

Pacific
Barber Shop

J

To help all teen-agers
start the school year
. . . right!

Te" br the Pacific Student
Association"Entered as''smnd-dM
To The Editor:
Stockton, California under the Act of March 3° 1879 'S24, at the Post Office,

Editor-in-Chief ...
News Editor
Feature Editor
Advertising Manager
Business Manager
Photography Editor
Adviser

""
—
"

MULDDWNEY

u c
John Stag Hanson
Sharon Alexander
^naron
VlCkl °rtegren
- Ken Studer
-Gary Beckers
011-15 Petersen
Paul T. McCalib
T

PRINTING CD.

Good heavens, what is the NSA? j
We are told it is the National
Students' Association, to which|
we have lately been affiliated. I
Much discussion has been going
on about it. Negative and posi
tive attitudes have again a n d
again been reiterated. Still, the
whole affair is as cloudy as it

where. You get the best when
you ask for Mernam.
show you a copy today-

$5 slain. $6 indexed.

UNIVERSITY pSJjl BOOK STORE
— On Campus Serving You —
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Is Your Living Group Safe From Fire?
By SIDNEY GAMBER

Is your living group safe? Do the occupants realize that living
in an unsafe atmosphere may be harmful? Specifically, I wonder
how many occupants are aware of fire safety. Once a year, each
living group hears a lecture from Inspector Bella of the Stockton
Fire Department. Many students are attentive during his lecture;
and it's no wonder because the inspector gives a very emphatic
speech; but following the lecture the enthusiasm is lost. One
reason for this is that the inspector comes in the spring semester,
thus making it difficult to con-'
tinue enthusiasm for fire safety. started by an arsonist, broke out
This year we are trying to get at 11:30 at the east Covell back
the inspector to lecture in the liv door. The fire was finally no
ing groups during the fall sem ticed and thanks to their quick
ester. This plan will be far more thinking and their knowledge of
successful and more sensible.
fire materials, a counselor and a
dorm officer put out the fire. The
BACK OF INTEREST?
fire alarm was not pulled because
Lack of interest and enthusiasm
the fire was under control and
is also apparent when students
there was too much panic as it
are offered to learn how to use
was. Girls, who knew nothing
fire extinguishers. Last y e a r ,
about fire safety panicked and
only a handful of girls bothered
they did not know what to do.
to go outside and listen to the
Do any of the occupants of your
inspector. This lack of interest
turned into panic the night of living groups know v/hat to do in
a situation such as this? Can
June sixth.
(Continued on Page 8)
A fire, believed to have been

0iane M#rsali sPeaks

On Russian Religion

"Many Christians in the U. S.
S. R. profess a belief in both
communism and Christianity."
This is part of a talk given by
Mrs. Diane Morgali last week at
the "Y." She talked on the sights
she saw in the communist coun
tries and what she heard on other
topics during her trip last sum
mer.
In her speech, Mrs. Morgali
said she felt that there was great
sincerity in the large peace cam
paign which is going on in Rus
sia. "The average citizen," she
said, "believes that Russia is lead
ing the way toward peace. She
asked if we can say the same
thing. "Is there as much empha
sis on peace in the United
States?"
VOID OF VOCABULARY

The speaker found that there
is almost no religious art in Rus(Continued on Page 8)

Your Student Insurance Plan
Is a Sound Investment
Because...
1. IT ASSISTS...
in providing freedom from the burden of
worry and costly hospital, surgical, and
medical bills.

2. IT ENABLES...

Your 7th Successful Year

UOP

proper medical care to be afforded.

Student Accident and
Sickness Insurance Plan

JOIN NOW
Send Your
Enrollment Card
TODAY

3. IT HELPS PROTECT...
the funds set aside for education.

4. IT FULFILLS...
a major need when dependent family
insurance protection may be lost
because a student reaches age 18 or 19.

5. IT IS PAYABLE...
in addition to benefits from any other
policy.

The policy, PI-60062-A04, is underwritten by Continental Casualty Co., Chicago, III.

October 15th is my
LAST CHANCE

fl Cl T0D1

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
Stockton, California
STUDENT INSURANCE ELECTION CARD
Student:

n

Uffish Thought Publishes Again;
Solicits Student Contributions
Uffish Thought is back!

The all-campus student literary magazine that first whiffled
through the tulgey woods of Pacific in the fall of 1959 is currently
soliciting contributions for a sixth fabjous issue, to appear at some
brillig time just before Christmas vacation.
Uffish Thought has as manyfunique features as an outgrabing
Gamma Phi Beta Rush
momerath. It is the longestlived
of any student literary magazine Scheduled Oct. 14-20
published at Pacific, and shows
Gamma Phi Beta, the interna
no signs of galumphing to any
tional, colonizing sorority at
thing but more beamish heights.
UOP this fall, has announced
The next volume will be smaller
their fall rushing schedule. Invi
in size, with a higher quality of
tations, with time designations,
writing. Fewer long essays and
will be extended to all women
faculty contributions will appear
students registering interest a s
in the next volume, giving space
follows:
to a more readable layout and
Colonization Tea, Sunday after
art-work and photograph co-ordin
noon, October 14
ated with the writings.
Place: Anderson Social Hall
Uffish Thought is one of the
Dress: Suits or dresses; hat
few organizations on campus that
and gloves
transcends both living groups and
(Appointments for interviews
disciplines, says Lauren Jones,
will be made at this time.) Inter
co-editor with Bob Richards. It is
views, Monday and Tuesday, Oc
strictly a student venture, with
tober 15 and 16.
an occasional assist from advisor
Place: PSA Senate Room
Mr. Bullaro.
Dress: Campus clothes
Students from any area of
Informal Party, Wednesday
UOP are welcome to submit
evening, October 19
poems, short' stories, art work
(Rushees will please call for
(black and white, please), photo
and acknowledge their invitations
graphs, and literary criticism, to
at the PSA Senate Room Wednes
Mr. Bullaro in 202 Ad or Norm
day morning between 9:45 and
Gustavson at the Y, before No
12:30 a.m.)
vember 16.
Place: 3700 West Alpine, (trans

Panhellenic Sororities
Take 38 Fall Pledges
Following two days of rush
ing, thirty-eight UOP women stu
dents became pledges Saturday
morning, October 6, of the PanHellenic Sororities. Amid cheers
of spectators, the girls were es
corted in convertibles to t h e i r
respective houses for the pledg
ing ceremony and a luncheon.
The new pledges of Alpha Chi
Omega are: Janice Anderson,
Patricia Fisk, Libbie George, Liane Michael, Betty Roddy, Sara
Lynn Schumann, Toni Teachout,
Gail Vanderboom, Kathy Wiley,
and Barbara Wolfe.
.Delta Gamma pledged: Sharon
Cassella, Ellen Clark, Sally Gaither, Karla Grupe, Robin Hildner,
Patty Kelley, Patsy Page, Vir
ginia Pierce, Jan Rhodes, and
Rita Welburn.
The following became pledges
of Delta Delta Delta: Ruby Ballow, Bonny Benevich, Janet Mat
thews, Donna Reinecke, Cathy
Westmoreland, and Connie Wil
son.
Kappa Alpha Theta pledged:
Jane Bacon, Merilyn Brown,
Judy Camblin, Alison Chaffee,
Nan Donahue, Linda Hoffman,
Marilyn Holman, Barbara Jonas,
Judy Kessler, Linda Rasmussen,
Linda Wall, and Helen Wells.

portation provided).
Dress: Skirt and sweater or
sports dress; flats.
Preference Party, Friday even
ing, October 19
(Rushees will please call for
and acknowledge their invitations
at the PSA Senate Room Friday
morning between 9:45 and 12:30
a.m.)
Place: Fireside Room, Holy
Cross Methodist Church, 1200
Hammer Lane (transportation
provided).
Dress: Dressy dresses (no
hats).
Pledge Service, Saturday morn
ing, October 20
Place: Morris Chapel, Univer
sity of the Pacific.
Luncheon Honoring Pledges,
Saturday, October 20. 11:30 a.m.
Place: The Manor
House
(transportation provided).

IFG Rush Schedule
SATURDAY, October 13

Phi Kappa Tau Rush Party
MONDAY, October 15

Delta Upsilon Rush Dinner

TUESDAY, October 16

Alpha Kappa Lambda Rush
Dinner
WEDNESDAY, October 17

Phi Kappa Tau Rush Dinner
THURSDAY, October 18

Phi Sigma Kappa Rush Dinner
IFC Silence begins 12:00 p.m.

The Irving Martin Library
FRIDAY, October 19
hours are:
IFC Preference Day, 8-12 a.m.
Monday-Thursday 8 a.m.-lO p.m.
in Dean of Men's office.
Friday ..._
8 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Pick up bids at 4:00 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m.- 5 p.m.
IFC Silence ends 4:00 p.m.
Sunday
— 2-5
7-10

Date
(Please Print)

b

I wish to purchase the Accident
Sickness protection.
My check or money
~ order in the amount of $19.00 payable to Continental Casualty Co. 'S enclosed.
(Mail to Continental Casualty Co., 433 California St., San Francisco, Calif.

• I do not wish to participate in the plan.
Signed..
Address.
City and State..

Age
(Student, Parent, or Guardian)

Birth Date

CLEANERS
OCTOBER SPECIAL

PLAIN SKIRTS JjQC

2520 PACIFIC AVENUE
(Former location of Miracle Drive-ln)
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Ibrahim Salih From Cyprus
Chosen Personality Of Week

Student Prexy Of International
Club Views Middle-East Crises

Associates Give Annua
Barbecue Tomorrow

Members of Pacific's
faculf
will be the guests of the pJo
Associates at their ninth an
His name is Ibrahim Salih. He has come to Pacific from Cyprus
barbecue Saturday, October 13^
with the desire to receive an education. By the time he graduates
noon in front of the Ander'3
this June he will have received his education, but he will have
'SOI
While the Big Powers of the
dining hall.
learned much more than what can be taught in the political science East and Western Blocs are send
The UOP Bengal band
classes he attends. Ibrahim has a great desire to know and under ing up Sputniks and Astronauts,
perform
in front of the Y Whi]
stand the people of America, and to have Americans know and some medieval kingdoms in cer
the six hundred to eight hundrP
understand him.
tain parts of the world are still
Associates and faculty member
Four years ago Ibrahim was working for the American con in the era of romantic harem
The fall of Imam will enhance eat the barbecue prepared b
sulate in Cyprus. His desire for further education and the fact adventures. However, as long as
that he had friends in California brought him to America. The the ideas of democracy, freedom, decay of other remaining medie Karl Lang.
Following this, the group wi
smallness of the Pacific campus attracted him because he felt that and liberty infiltrate into these val kingdoms of the Arab coun
meet
in the auditorium wher
here he could perfect his English and also make many new friends. kingdoms, the people can no more tries in years to come. This per
There are no colleges for the 520,000 people of Cyprus, so after be held back from wanting to sonal system of rule suited the they will hold an election of off
cers for the coming year. J0han
attending the "English School" or*
put them into practice. Therefore, tribes of Moses, but it is inade
Harris will present a concert ani
Turkish "lycee" or the Greek
quate
for
the
needs
of
a
state
many citizens of these kingdoms
the Tranquilizers will sing. Th!
"gymnasium" both of which are
have to sacrifice their lives for with a considerable revenue and
main event of the program wi]
like our high schools, students
increasing
contacts
with
the
the sake of their fellow citizens
be President Burns' address, "Thi
like Ibrahim who wish to go on
in order to bring these ideas of West.
University of the Pacific Afte!
to college travel to Turkey,
liberty into being.
Forty Years in Stockton." 19&
Greece, Germany, or America.
One of the most isolated king Marion Garthwaite
will mark Pacific's fortieth an
AMERICAN LUXURY
doms in the Arab world has at
niversary in Stockton.
According to Ibrahim, the Am
last come to an end, with its king
Raymond College will hold ar
ericans in Cyprus live a life of
and harems buried under his own
open house and reception for th(
luxury and give the impression
palace. The king and his chosen
party following the program. Din
that all Americans are million
people enjoyed life while the ma
ner will be served them thai
aires. He believes that anyone
jority of the citizens suffered and
By DIANA COLBY
evening in the Raymond dinins
in America can easily h a v e
held back from the new oppor
hall.
many luxuries if he is willing to
Children will never go out of
tunity that the twentieth century
work hard to make their dreams
style and neither will children's
offered to them.
come true."
stories. In fact, right now upper
The
ruler
of
Yemen
was
both
The Local Activity Clubs a
Ibrahim is very aware of the
division U O P students, u n d e r
Imam
and
king
and
also
had
the
Pacific are the Block P, the Com
problems his country is facing.
the
guidance
of
Mrs.
Marion
final word in everything. The
posers Club, the Internationa
He said that because of the con
Imam of Yemen mainly cared Garthwaite, are involved i n a Students Club, Les Amis de la
ditions of poverty in Cyprus, a
Children's
Literature
course.
for his own welfare, and pleasure,
France, Philosophy Club, Sk
strong Communist movement ex
therefore prohibited any Yemen
That was a plug, for the pro Club, the Women's Recreatior
ists which is increasing in power.
IBRAHIM SALIH
ite from getting exposed to the fessor of the week is Mrs. Marion Association, and the Student En
Cyprus is receiving economic aid
such as surplus wheat, from the students to become acquainted ideas of the outside world. Imam Garthwaite, author, lecturer, ex- gineering Club.
United States, but according to with Americans, and for Ameri of Yemen had little regard to librarian, mother, grandmother,
Ibrahim, wheat is soon eaten and cans to get to know them. If we democratic constitution, and al and professor at UOP.
forgotten, but poverty still exists. do not bother to communicate our lowed only his family members
Mrs. Garthwaite, a graduate of
The island has almost the same ideals, thoughts, and actions to to get a good education, visit out U n i v e r s i t y o f C a l i f o r n i a , h a s
side
countries;
also
most
of
the
weather and rainfall conditions as these people they will never un
written several children's novels,
Stockton and instead of wheat we derstand us, and all our foreign ministerial, secretarial jobs were Tomas and the Red Headed An
should send them tools, tractors, aid will be in vain. Ibrahim adds given to them. As if this were gel, Shaken Days, Hold Up On
and seeds to develop their agri that when the educated person not enough, Imam had control on Boot Jack Hill, and the two teen
culture. A means of building returns home with misconcep all radio programs or anything a g e n o v e l s , Y o u J u s t N e v e r
dams for irrigation would also tions of America, the people will which had to do with the outside Know and Bright Particular Star.
build up their economy, thus com believe him far more than the world. •
She has a medieval story for
The fall of the Imam of Yemen
batting the rising trend toward propaganda which they read in
"America's Foremost
children, which she traveled to
communism.
Modern Composer"
the newspapers. He believes that was the natural consequence of Europe to obtain background ma
in a . ..
FRIENDSHIP NEEDS
we should support our foreign modern Arab nationalism which terial for, presently in the proc
As president of the Interna students by inviting them to par is desperately in need of unity. ess of being published.
DUKE
The Arabs feel that with these
tional Club here at Pacific, Ibra ticipate in our activities, and by
M
r
s
.
G
a
r
t
h
w
a
i
t
e
c
o
m
m
u
t
e
s
feudal
kingdoms
there
can
be
no
ELLINGTON
him emphasizes that it is very helping them to become orien
Arab unity, cooperation or collab from Menlo, a good two and a
important for the international tated to American life.
CONCERT
oration for the welfare of all the half hour drive, to teach a Child
The Peace Corps, states Ibra
WEDNESDAY EVENING
Arab states. Therefore, most of ren's Literature course on Mon
him, is a wonderful idea, f o r
the Arabs feel that unity will day afternoons to students con
OCT. 24 — 8:30 P.M.
through these individual Ameri
The attention of Pacific Seniors cans people of other countries will only come through the downfall sisting of education majors and
Stockton Jr. High Auditorium
established teachers. After
is called to the YVoodrow Wilson learn what America really has to of these feudal kingdoms.
All Seats Reserved $2 and $3
Christmas the course will em
The
fall
of
Imam
will
not
only
National Fellowships for students offer.
phasize
story-telling.
bring an end to isolationism of
majoring in the humanities or
MIRACLE MUSIC
Although planning to either Yemenites from
the outside
Mrs. Garthwaite ta u g h t at HO 6-4388
social sciences who wish to work
2363 Pacific Ave.
attend law school or continue his world, but will pave the way to
Pacific for 8 summer sessions.
for a Ph.D. and eventually go
Sponsored by
work in political science after closer ties with sister Arab Re
This is her first regular session.
into college teaching. These fel
Stockton College Student Assn.
graduation, eventually Ibrahim publics. These ties of Yemen
She says she has found UOP stu
lowships are among the best of
hopes to return to Cyprus.
'
with
Arab
sister
states
will
no
dents to be spirited and "normal."
the awards available for gradu
ate study. They pay all tuition
and fees plus a $1500 living sti
pend and additional allowance for
dependents, at the graduate stu
dent's university of his choice.
Nomination of candidates for
NON-ALLERGIC COSMETICS
the Woodrow Wilson Fellowships
is by faculty members. Interest
CONTACT LENS—SUPPLIES AND SOLUTIONS
ed students should talk with the
major department chairmen, or
CRUTCHES, CANES, CUSHIONS, ETC.
with Dean Willis N. Potter, at
the Graduate Office on this cam
pus.
ELECTRIC RAZOR HEADS
At the present time Pacific has
one Woodrow Wilson Fellow be
COMPLETE
SUPPLIES OUR PRIDE AND SPECIALTY
r
ginning his graduate work toward
the Doctor of Philosophy degree.
SEE MRS. HEINZE, OUR TRAINED COSMETICIAN
This is John C. Beyer, Student
TRAVEL SERVICE
FOR ANY PROBLEMS RELATING TO COSMETICS,
Body President in 1961-62 and
major in International Relations.
SKIN CARE, OR PROBLEMS ON HAIR COLORING
He is beginning his advanced
On The Avenue
studies during the present year
2016 PACIFIC AVE.
HO 6-4991
at Tufts University, in Massachu
setts.
— Also —
On the honorable mention list
2218 PACIFIC AVENUE
125 N. HUNTER
for Woodrow Wilson Fellowships
HO 6-9096
Free Delivery — HO 6-3433
last year were Otis T. Bourns,
220 W. PINE ST., LOD1
EN 8-0623
Jr., and Richard A. Corson.
30 Days Credit and Checks Cashed to Student Body Card Holders
D.r
<% XTATUI
By
ANNE
WILSON

By H. IBRAHIM SALIH
President of the
International Club

doubt help her citizens economicly and give them a better oppor
tunity in developing their home
land. It was time enough for the
citizens of Yemen to liberate
themselves from the chains o f
slavery and embrace freedom and
unity.
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5:00

KCVN SCHEDULE

(660 A.M.)

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Pacific Prelude

Pacific Prelude

Pacific Prelude

Pacific Prelude

Pacific Prelude

News

News

News

News
This Week at the UN

News

Music Ala Carte

Music Ala Carte

Music Ala Carte

5:15
5:30
5:45
6:00

US Navy Band
Music Ala Carte

Music Ala Carta

5 Min. News

5 Min. News

5 Min. News

5 Min. News

5 Min. News

This is Canada

This is Canada

This is Canada

This is Canada

This is Canada

Med. Milestones
Dateline Pacific

Med. Milestones

Med. Milestones

Med. Milestones

Med. Milestones

7:15

World of Folk Music

The World of Sports

7:30

Classical

Theater of the Mind

Guard Session
The Magic Carpet

The Latin Beat

Radio Sweden

6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00

Music

7:45 Pacific Concert Hall

Uncle Bill's Stories

8:15

Hispanic Viewpoint

8:30 Georgetown Forum

Controversy

To Every Man His Due
Music For Meditating One Professor's Mind

8:46
9:00 The
9:15

A Litttle Bit of Jazz

Evening on Broadway Creating a Choir

9:30
9:45

Ivory

Washington

Concert
Reports

5 Min. News
Moment For
Inspiration
10:00 Night Flight
10:15

Campus Sampler
Shall We Dance

Vistas of Israel

8:00

A Friendly World
5 Min. News
Moment For
Inspiration
Night Flight

5 Min. News
Moment For
Inspiration
Night Flight

5 Min. News
Moment For
Inspiration
Night Flight

5 Min. News
Moment For
Inspiration
Night Flight

The recent crisis in Mississippi has brought about a serious
need for re-evaluation of the problems of desegregation, particularly
as they affect our educational institutions. The United States Na
tional Student Association is particularly concerned that university
students involve themselves in such re-evaluation with the purpose
of finding solutions in action for some of these problems. It was
with this thought in mind that NSA together with the Anderson Y
sponsored a successful faculty panel and general discussion on this
campus last Tuesday afternoon. The purpose of this article is to
encourage such discussion to continue, to give the position of NSA
in regard to southern problems, and to urge you as students of a
member campus to join in active support of Meredith.
YOU CAN HELP
The violence at this point in
Mississippi can only lead to the
belief that even with the registra
tion of Meredith, there exists fear
for his life. In light of this NSA
urges you to help in the follow
ing ways: telegrams and letters
to James Meredith, c-o University
of Mississippi, Oxford, Mississip
pi; telegrams and letters to the
Student Body President and editor

Reflections of Telstar
success that glowed brightly on the faces of all who

Remember the picture above? It flashed across your
television screen on a hot night last July. Perhaps
you remember that it originated from France. And
that it reached the U. S. via Telstar, the world's first
private enterprise communications satellite.

Their engineering, administrative and operations
skills created Telstar and are bringing its benefits
down out of the clouds to your living room.

Since that summer night, the Bell System's Telstar
has relayed electronic signals of many types-tele
vision broadcasts, telephone calls, news photographs,

These Bell System people, through their talented,
dedicated efforts, make your phone service still better,
more economical, and more useful.

and others.
But there's one Telstar reflection you might have
missed. Look into the faces of the Bell System people
below and you'll see it. It is the reflection of Telstar's
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shared in the project.

The reflections of Telstar are many.

Bell Telephone Companies

of the student newspaper at the
University of Mississippi. USNSA
is especially asking for support
by individual students of a post
card campaign to the students of
the University of Mississippi, c-o
the Student Body President. The
effect of fifty to one hundred
thousand post cards may be sig
nificant in helping Meredith.
Greater realization can be gained
through such a campaign of the
feelings of students throughout
the country of sympathy and sup
port for Meredith and hope that
the students of the University of
Mississippi will join in the sup
port.
STUDENT SEMINAR
Many projects conducted na
tionally through NSA which deal
with the southern problems
should be mentioned here. The
Association's continuing concern
in the field of civil rights, and the
problem of desegregation i n
Southern universities led to the
establishment of a Summer
Southern Student Human Rela
tions Seminar and in 1959-60 to
the establishment of a Southern
Project, both set up under grants
from the Field Foundation.
Last year one project of the
Southern Human Relations Proj
ect was an extensive voter regis
tration campaign in North Caro
lina. A National Exchange Pro
gram of Negro and white stu
dents, implemented in the Spring
of 1962 between students of Tougaloo Southern Christian College
and students of other colleges and
universities, was highly success
ful in promoting better under
standing within the student com
munities involved, and will be
continued this year.
Formation of the Southern Stu
dent Freedom Fund by NSA has
served to provide information and
education for northern students
on southern problems and to gain
support for various southern proj
ects. Support of the extremely
active National Scholarship Serv
ice and Fund for Negro Students
has also been carried on by NSA.
After much controversy within
the Association at the 13th Na
tional Congress, support w a s
also given to the sit-ins, and cam
puses were urged to continue
programs in the field of civil
rights.
OTHER QUESTIONS
Many questions remain dealing
with the entire field of civil
rights and the extent of student
concern with them. New ques
tions were raised in the past
weeks at Mississippi.
USNSA
does not pretend to have found
final answers, and certainly the
questions will be brought up at
future Congresses.
Each of us on this campus can
help to continue, to improve, or
to change them by making our
opinion heard. The questions
are important, certainly worthy
of student consideration, a n d
they ask for serious attempts to
find solutions now.
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Gusfafson & Go.
Tour Sierra $!t$.
The Hard Way

Tigers' Defense Stops Favored MarinesPacific Comes Through With 14-7 Win

By JUD ROBINSON
Last Sunday, Oct. 7, Coach
The University of the Pacific defeated the San Diego Mari
Gustafson and three members of
this year's Cross Country team, 14-7 here Saturday night. This victory was important for
W°
went on a 12 mile trek in the reasons: (1) It stopped the Marines' win string at three games
high Sierra mountains. They ran (2) last year the Tigers won an upset victory against the Marf"up a mountain near the Nevada and went on to have a winning season.
The Tigers dominated the first quarter of play by rolling
border and down again in prepa
Uf>
ration for a cross country tourna 5 first downs while the Marines had the ball for only 5 pia
The
period
ended
with
the
2nd
Unit
threatening
on
the
Mar'
ment to be held in Sacramento
ne
this Saturday. The Tigers are ex 18 yard line.
On
the
first
play
of
the
secondspected to show quite well in the
quarter, Jack Sparrow threw a when Greg Stikes tallied Pacific's
12 team meet.
One of Pacific's outstanding T.D. strike to Buck Del Nero and second touchdown. Bob Scardina
hopefuls this year is John Shep- the Tigers jumped off to an early again converted and the Tigers
pard from Burnaby, British Co 6-0 lead. Bob Scardina converted were never headed. The Marines
lumbia, Canada. John has had to make it 7-0. The second unit momentarily put a scare into the
f o u r y e a r s o f t r a c k a n d t h r e e was responsible for the scoring; T i g e r s w h e n t h e y r e c e i v e d t h e
years of cross country experi but the first unit applied equal kickoff and with 6:48 remaining
ence. The 6', 160 lb. speedster has defensive pressure on the Mar John Arms tossed a bomb to Earl
times of 1:57 for the half mile ines enabling the Tiger offense to Allen. Allen easily outdistanced
and :51 seconds for the quarter roll up its first T.D. of the game. his pursuers to the goal iine
mile. He should prove to be one
Arms converted and the Marines
Tina Knight of Delta Delta Delta prepares to launch herself of the Tiger's best performers in MARINES SCORE
were
right back in the game, 14.7
In
the
third
quarter,
the
Tigers
sternward in the inner-tube race at the WRA swim meet a week this year's competition.
scored with 7:44 left in the period
The fourth quarter ended with
ago Thursday.
no further scoring and the Tigers
who went into the game with a
2-1 record came out 3-1, while the
Marines also came out with a 3-1
record.

Delta Gamma Takes Top Swim Meet Honors

*
„ 4.
1_
±.
Delta r
Gamma
took
top honors
at the WRA Intramural Swim
ming Meet on October 3 with
38.8 points.
Following with a close second
was Kappa Alpha Th'eta with 33.3

„

points. Covell, Third Floor, took
third with 27.8 points and Delta
Delta Delta, 23.8 points, t o o k
fourth. Coming in fifth was Co
vell, Second Floor, with 22.1
points.

UOP HOLDS EDGE
Passes and Punts: This was the
tenth meeting of these two teams.
U.O.P. holds the edge now at five
wins, three losses and two ties.
The first game being played back
in 1930 with the Marines winning
that one by seven points, 20-13.
The defense led by "Big John"
Gamble was excellent all through
out the game. Statistics will
bear this point out with the Mar
ines being held to a measily 19
net yards rushing. Gamble cer
tainly lived up to his pre-season
ratings after getting off to a slow
start. Blocking and tackling with
a fierce desire of a great college
lineman certainly marked a fine
performance. My congrats, Big
John!
Ted Watkins showed up well in
tthe defense also. Just ask the
Marines who their fifth man was
in the backfield and I'm sure
they will tell you. Rick Gordon
also looked good along with Bob
Scardina, Roy Williams and Don
Shackleford.

LARRY CHELAND

Our Campus Representative

i

»8SHB8K!&
Photograph by Chris Petersen

Tigers Beat St. Mary's In Wafer Polo Match
Last Saturday morning, a group
of spirited Tigers walloped t h e
St. Mary's Gaels 22-4 in water
fK)lo. The Tigers led 7-0 after the
first period of play and for the
Gaels that was the ball game.

Bill Rose, Gary Wyckoff, and
Ralph Purty led the Tigers in
scoring 8, 3, and 4 points re
spectively. The Gaels' four points
were scored by Perez and Stice
with 3 and 1 points respectively

THE BOOKMARK
3,000 PAPERBACKS
arranged by subjects

2103 PACIFIC AVE.

HO 6-0194

Jaclf fjanna Music
GRanite Wftl STERE0
20 N. CALIFORNIA ST.

7-0082

••

•

6130 Pacific Avenue

ROUGHEST FOE YET
This was the biggest and rough
est team Pacific has faced to date.
In the first three games, the Ti
gers have been a little reluctant
to start off fast; but this was
not the case Saturday night.
The offense led by the running
of Stikes, Youngblood, and Sequeria backed up by the leader
ship of Alsup and Sparrow was
devastating. The forward wall of
both units helped make this pos
sible by blocking and playing as
a unit al la Green Bay Packer
style. As I have said before, "This
is the Year of the Tiger!"

Block " P " Announces
Officers And Plans
New Block P officers for the
fall semester were elected SeP'
tember 20. Ejected were: Ken
Kjeldsen, president; Fred Funke,
vice president; Larry Leitch, sec
retary; and Jim Scheel, treasurUnder the leadership of their
new president, Ken Kjeldsen,
Block P
will
attempt to -bring
JT
Will
dlLCllipt
back the old traditions and im
ate some new ones.
.
In the planning stage are sue
things as a 'hell-week' initiation
for new members, and a Block
sponsored dance with music "
Del Courtney and his band.
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MOTOR'S CORNER

Pacific Previews

Marines Victims Of Cockiness;
Tigers Pounce On "35-pt. Victors"
THE FALL OF THE MARINES:

A big factor in any game in which you are the participant is
confidence. The San Diego Marines seemed to substitute another

OCTOBER 12, Friday

Raymond College Open House
and dance for UOP faculty
and students.
Film—Y—Ivan the Terrible and
Image in the Snow
Area Canterbury Conference
Asilomar

word for this one last Friday night. The word I was thinking of in
particular was cockiness. They visited the various nightspots of OCTOBER 13, Saturday
Raymond Open House
Stockton celebrating their landing and confidently assured all that
Football L.A. State (there)
they would humble us by 35 points. As a result, the victory string
Area Canterbury Conference
of the Marines was cut at three straight and the Tigers lengthened
Asilomar
theirs to two straight.
Pacific
Association Annual
Pacific ventures into Los Angeles this weekend with an en
Meeting
counter with the pass-minded Diablos of L.A. State. Coach Bud
D. G. Rummage Sale 9-5
Adams has changed his T offense to accommodate the passing of
Phi Kappa Tau Rush Function
Dean Bond. He will use mostly flankers and split ends to achieve
the desired result of striking through the air. Nothing would help OCTOBER 15, Sunday
us more than another win at the hands of the Diablos before
Area Canterbury Conference
meeting the Terry Baker-led Oregon State Beavers the week after
Asilomar
this. Naturally one would assume that a small letdown was in the
Gamma Phi Beta Rush Tea
making after the Marine game; but I believe that the next two
Tea for U.O.P. Quad female
games will show the Tigers at their best.
house officers 2-4

In case you are interested, the Pacific Coast football teams
have really held their own in the intersectional battles. This past OCTOBER 15, Monday
End of the first scholarship
week saw the U.C.L.A. Bruins defeat mighty Ohio State, 9-7, the
period
Trojans of S.C. sneak by Iowa, 7-0 and the Beavers of Oregon State
Delta Upsilon Rush Dinner
led by Terry Baker, wallop Stanford, 27-0. Incidentally, if you are
Alpha Chi Omega Founders
the kind who measures their opponents by comparative scores,
Day
Stanford beat top-ranked Michigan State two weeks ago and Oregon
State defeated the Indians, so if the Tigers should knock off the OCTOBER 16, Tuesday
Beavers—hmmm, what could you surmise?
Friends of Chamber Music
Two sports classified as "Minor" by most big colleges deserving
Chapel Quartet 8:15
of mention are water polo and cross country. As for water polo,
Chapel 11:00
the Tigers are undefeated on the year. They walked right over Cal
Newman Club 11:00
Aggies and St. Mary's by lopsided scores of 20-9 and 22-4. The big
Alpha Epsilon Delta Meet. 7:30
changes seem to be in the offense installed by Coach Bill Antilla.
Panhellenic Meeting 7:30
Returning lettermen include Bill Rose, Clay Clement, Gary Wyckoff,
OCTOBER 17, Wednesday
Kip Olney, and Jack Hill.

Phi Kappa Tau Rush Dinner
Coach Arner Gustafson is trying to install an interest in cross
Gamma Phi Beta Informal
country. This sport draws few headlines on the sports pages and
Party
consumes a lot of hard work. The Tigers plan to compete in
Delta Gamma Pledge Dinner
four meets. Running early in the morning and late in the evening,
5:30
these men will represent Pacific in tireless fashion. Who knows,
OCTOBER 18, THURSDAY
maybe the next Beatty or Snell will come from Pacific.
Convocation, William Reace
In writing this column, I am wide open for any criticism. From
11:00
the reports of last week, some were favorable and some were not
Phi Sigma Kappa Rush dinner
favorable. I am human just like anyone else and would appreciate
Meet UOP Dept. Chairman
all criticisms directed to me, not the Editor of this paper. Thank you.
4:00
For all Dodger fans the cry of 'Wait until next year' is being
Breath of Spring, Playbox
expressed throughout the Pacific campus by loyal Dodger fans
Covell Sec. 11—Phi Delta Chi
Let's face it, they just blew it and the Giants somehow found them
exchange 6-8
selves by glue and scotch tape in the middle of a playoff comparable
to the 1951 finish by the Giants when Bobby Thompson hit the shot
heard 'round the world. This reminds me of a famous quip by the WRA Prepares For
manager of a team 13% games in front who said, "The Giants, are
Hockey, Swim Meets
they still in the league!"
I see that the major league teams are beginning to play musical
This week the Women's Recrea
chairs with their managers again . . . hmmm, there could be some tion Association began organiz
changes made! (Isn't that right, Walter?)
ing practices for a hockey meet
at Chico State on November 3
UOP Pharmacy Majors and a swimming meet at the
Pacific Studio Prod.
University of California at Davis
(Continued from Page 1)
Visit Laboratories
on October 27.
The hockey practices, which
The all-Negro cast includes SonTwenty-two junior and senior
dra Alexander as Mamma, Alber- pharmacy majors and three ad began Wednesday, October 10, are
t h a H i l l m a n a s G r a n d m a , J o h n visors departed Sunday, Sept. 30 under the direction of Miss Anne
Bradford as Grandpa, Joyce as for an 11-day cross-country tour Ganzer coach, and Miss Jan
t h e G i r l , P h i l L a w s o n a s t h e of various pharmaceutical com Crummey, manager. Practices
Speaker, and Anitra Harris and panies. The students visited such will be held every Wednesday and
Leslie Ward in minor parts. Curt companies as Parke-Davis, Eli Thursday afternoon at 4:15. Any
Ennen will direct the production. Lilly, Walgreen, and Abbott Labs girls interested in joining the
An ex-Pacific student, Art Rob- in order to see how drugs are team may sign up in the gym.
M i s s Meyer requests t h a t
erson, wrote this original drama manufactured.
A schedule of events, prepared those wishing to compete in the
dealing with socio-environmental
conditions. The drama tragically by the companies visited, in swimming meet contact her im
cluded touring the plants, visiting mediately.
symbolizes mankind.
the University of Michigan cam
One sheet, one pillow case, two pus and the Ford Museum a t
towels, and two wash cloths per Greenfield, and attending the
week are laundered at college ex Purdue-Notre Dame football
game in South Bend.
pense.

Photograph by Chris Petersen

Player of the Week Roy Williams looks on as the Tigers
mangle the Marines.

"Big Roy" Williams
Gridder Of The Week

Every Friday night the "Y" op
erates a Kauphy House, where,
besides intellectual discussions,
Our "Gridder of the Week" this there is an opportunity for danc
week is the Tiger's 255 lb. ing, folk singing, etc.
tackle, Roy Williams. In l a s t
week's game, defense was the key
factor in the Bengal's 14-7 win
over the San Diego Marines. The
Marines, a team that had picked
up over 300 yards a game in their
first contests, managed to gain
only 21 yards by rushing.
a
A c c o r d i n g to Coach John
Rhode, "The Marines' line is the
toughest we will have to face."
He also said that both squads
"hit real hard." It is no wonder
that the "Gridder of the Week"
is one of the unsung heroes of
football, a lineman.

Roy, a 25 year old Senior, led
the mighty defensive play of the
Tigers consistently in last Sat
urday night's contest. At t h e
Quarterback Club meeting l a s t
Monday, Coach Rhode remarked
that Roy "played the most out
standing game that he has played
all season."
Big number 78 was seen fre
quently making outstanding de
fensive maneuvers withstanding
the blocks of sometimes two and
three powerful Marines. As with
most "Gridders of the Week" his
performance was noticed because
he gave a little more than what
was expected of him.
The 6' 7" Hercules is from
Pasco, Wash., where he played
his first football. He also played
some fine ball while in the Mar
ines. Roy's only comment Mon
day night was, "This has been
a long time coming. I have been
here for four years, and this is
the first one I have ever gotten.
Congratulations to our "Gridder
of the Week," Roy Williams!

CIVIL ENGINEERING SENIORS!

Adding Machines & Typewriters
Rentals
ALL MAKES TO
CHOOSE FROM
Rent to try—will apply
—if yoa buy!
Weekly—MonthlyQuarterly

San
BUSINESS MACHINES

114 N. California St.
Phone HO 5-5881

7'Mre
to Ham

a

o/hvund.

A good practical pen
for everyone.
Everybody likes
the LINDY.
It writes nice.
Lots of students buy two
or three at a time.
Maybe because it's only 39tf.
Maybe because there are twelve
brilliant ink colors.
Or maybe they just like to have
two or three or twelve around.
Also nice to have around:

49<

STEN0-PEN
r.T.I.

FAIR TRAOCD

The secretary's
secretary.

PLAN YOUR FUTURE
IN ENGINEERING WITH THE

AUDITOR'S PEN

CITY OF LOS ANGELES!

_

49< •

Fine for (it figures)
auditors.

The tremendous growth and development of Los Angeles presents
challenging career opportunities to young engineers, helping to
build the fastest-growing major city in the nation.

LEGAL COPT? PEN

"Retractable. Makes a
permanent impression.

Arrange with the Placement Office to talk with our engineering
representative, who will be on campus

TUESDAY, OCT. 23,1962
BUREAU OF ENGINEERING
City of Los Angeles

$1.00"
.T.I. FAIR TRADCO

$1.50 «

STARLET®

FAIR TRADCO

Retractable.
Smooth performer.
MANUFACTURED BY LINDY PEN CO.. INC.
CULVER CITY, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A.
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Freshmen, Hold Your Breath; Knoles Lecture Oct. 18
(Continued from Page 1)
Kangaroo Court Is Still Coming
By MIKE D'ASTO

enjoy it almost as much as every
one else.

Diane Morgaii Speaks
(Continued from Page 3)

son "Y" and the Philosophy Club,
a panel discussion will be held.
Dean Zimmerman and Dr. Ja
coby will participate in discussing with Dr. Reese his morning
lecture. All persons interested
are urged to attend these meet
nigs;

KCVN Broadcasts
(Continued from Page i)

sia with the exception of Icons
She saw much more of such art
in Poland where the Church has
greater freedom. Diane also dis
covered that the average Russian
student has a void in his vocabu
lary as to religious terms and
ideas.

The station, which is on the air
from 5-10:30 P.M. daily can be
heard on either FM or on a closed
circuit campus line, at 660
the AM dial. Plans are bein"
made to increase the air time b§
re-broadcasting
programs 0f
KAFE, a quality music FM sta
tion.

This is an open letter to the
Freshman class and to the cam To those Sophomores who are,
pus as a whole. Dean Betz has right now, beginning to feel
asked me to explain the Sopho cheated, let me say this: Come
more class's position concerning and watch Kangaroo Court. I
Kangaroo Court.
can promise that you won't be
Dr. William L. Reese is well
Those of you who were here cheated one bit.
known in the philosophical
Mrs. Morgaii discussed- the
remember last year's so-called
sphere by his contributions to
Church
in Russia and its conflict CLOSED CIRCUIT T.V.
"Kangaroo Court." This was not
scholarly journals as well as for
with
Communism.
"It is diffi The campus is now being wired
a court at all; it was merely a
several books. He is editor of a
(Continued from Page 1)
mud-fest. The complications aris
forthcoming book of articles by cult," she said, "for us to see any for closed circuit television and
ing from such an uncontrolled er contact with each other. In Charles Hartshorne, with whom rapport between communism and Covell, South, and West Halls
and unorganized project are nu fact, a student knows everyone h e c o o p e r a t e d i n w r i t i n g t h e C h r i s t i a n i t y . W e w o n d e r i f may be connected by the end of
merous and obvious. Besides that, else pretty well, including the fa book, Philosophers Speak of there is any impact in Russia the semester and the rest of the
only a certain few were even culty. It's little difficult to get God. He is known for his con by the Church. The Church and living groups by the end of the
a w a r e o f i t s e x e c u t i o n . L a s t used to sitting down to lunch cern in communicating with non- Christianity not only seem incom year. Special programs, movies,
patible but seem to be an almost student productions, and guest
year's Kangaroo Court definitely with a professor and talking philosophers.
left an unfavorable impression, about anything from politics to In his book, Ascent from Be total contradiction of ideals. Yet, lectures would then be available
not only as a class-sponsored the coming football game (or low, he investigates the basic many Christians in the U.S.S.R. to the whole campus.
project, but as a UOP tradition. maybe the NOURISHING meals ethical principles applied to so profess a belief in both commun
Dr. Dennis described some of
the station's most interesting fea
This year the Sophomore class they have been serving lately); ciety. He defines democracy as ism and Christianity."
"a means of striking a balance NO ARGUMENT
will revive the true spirit of an
tures. An Associated Press tele
old-time Kangaroo Court. It will Our academic program is very between what we want and what
type makes the commercial free
be enjoyed by the better part of different, also. It is on a 3-3-3 we ought to want." He reflects "There is an active church pro news broadcasts probably the best
the whole student body. What is basis. We take three courses a on the need of evolution in democ gram in Russia.- The very few in the area. A debate-discussionmore important to us, however, is semester, have three semesters I racy to keep up with the rapid churches which exist are Greek forum show called "Controversy,"
that no Freshman should worry a year, and graduate in three changes in modern society. What Orthodox, which was the national produced in co-ordination with the
about coming away looking like years. Having only three subjects is our alternative to the Marxist church. They are attended mostly "Y," provides a weekly examina
an uncooked biscuit. Wo cannot at a time, we spend less time in philosophy of history? What set by old women, of which there is tion of an important issue.
afford to risk the name of the the classroom, but, don't worry, of social ideas will enable us to always a crop. These people go
University of the Pacific on a we make up for it on homework. live most meaningfully? These to church because, unlike young JAZZ PROGRAM
Sven Pretorious offers a pro
few isolated individuals. In es The classes are arranged in sem are some of the questions that er people, 'they have nothing to
lose."
gram of recorded jazz selections
sence, what I am saying is this: inars and tutorials which are of- he will raise in his lectures.
Frosh, don't fight it! You will tten followed b y independent
"Many Christians in Russia with live concerts, by students,
study, giving the student a
claim that they have no argu expected in the future. Tad Tochance to go a few rounds with
ment with the Party as far as bitt hosts "An Evening on Broad
y Back-Packer Trip the instructor if the occasion
the
economic and social aspects way," which features a different
(Continued from Page 1)
arises.
(Continued from Page 1)
of communism. Some say they do musical each week. A piano con
We're typical college students "Image in the Snow" and "Metro- not accept the philosophical base cert series, "Ivory Concert," has
clearing away several feet of
in most ways. We have as hard graphic" will be shown.
of communism, but most don't included Mrs. Johanna Harris
snow, the voyageours dug in for
a
time
trying
to
study
as
anyone.
Sergei
Eisenstein
has
been
the night.
appear to have given this enough a m o n g i t s g u e s t s . A l s o i n t h e
As soon as the idea comes up, termed by Pulitzer Prize winner thought to be opposed to the musical vein: "Campus Sampler,"
Although the fearsome might we remember that we have to
a student talent show, "Pacific
(twice) and poet, James Agee, as basis."
of the elements, nature at its raw clean our room, iron something
Concert Hall," a program of clas
"one of the few men of genius
est, frequently threatened to col to wear, or go see what's-his"The Church leaders say they sical music.
who have made moving pictures."
lapse their frail tents, the brave name about some very important
have
no argument as far as the
Among his other pictures a r e
Also worthy o f mention are
comrades gallantly withstood the matter. Then there are typical
social and economic system. They
Alexander
Nevesky
and
Ten
Days
John Stellman's sports show,
night.
feel
it
is
not
their
role
to
criti
problems like how to stay out af That Shook the World, which ap
Theatre of the Mind," a program
A delicious breakfast of bacon ter lock out or to get that certain peared in past years at U.O.P. cize the State."
of live drama, dance music on Fri
and eggs and pancakes rewarded someone to "help you with your Sergei Prokofiev who scored
day nights, and, for the stay at
the survivors. Com pleat angler homework".
Alexander Nevesky has also com Dorm Fire Safety
homes, broadcasts of Pacific foot
Mickey McGrath supplemented
Yes, we are pretty normal, all posed the music for Ivan the
ball games.
(Continued from Page 3)
his meals with copious amounts right. About as normal as any Terrible.
of aquatic beasts from nearby typical college student can be.
"Image in the Snow," a por ALL of the occupants work fire 210 FOOT TOWER
streams. Gary Colliver, noted
trayal of a young man's spiritual extinguishers? We are correcting
Dr. Dennis considers the sta
mountaineer, led a party of six During Christmas vacation, journey through the lyric land
our mistake, but if the other liv t i o n ' s e q u i p m e n t " b e t t e r t h a n
up the steep slopes of Cathedral semester breaks and spring vaca scape of a dream to a world of
ing groups cannot honestly say most commercial stations." H e
Peak. AH in all, the journey was tion, the residence and dining violence and disillusionment, has
yes to the above questions, then also praised the work of Mr. Rigga shivering success.
halls are closed.
the backing of a twelve-tone score s o m e t h i n g m u s t b e d o n e a n d the chief engineer and concluded
by American composer Ben Web soon!
by stressing the value of the new
er and is a Cannes International
water tower to KCVN. The 210
M;ORE FIRE SAFETY
Film Festival winner.
foot tower will allow the station
Because of the fire, Mrs. Wil- to broadcast to the whole valley.
Students are allowed to smoke ber, our president, Ginny Kerber,
In addition to its educational
in only three buildings on cam and myself decided to initiate and entertainment value, KCVN
pus: the "Y", the End-Zone, and more dorm fire safety and the provides an unparalleled source
the living quarters.
duty was given to the WRA
of training for radio and televi
Council. It is now mandatory
sion students. This does not mean,
that all four hundred girls in
however, that students not en
Covell know how to work fire
rolled in communications courses
There's a NEW SKI SHOP
extinguishers and know the WRA
are unable to participate. Dr. Den
Fire Rules which are posted on
in STOCKTON
nis encourages all interested stu
each of the section bulletin dents to join the station, explain
boards. The favorable reactions ing that there are many oppor
of the girls has encouraged the tunities in a host of fields. Th®
It's the . . .
WRA Council to continue this studios are open to the studen
project permanently.
body and the station crew encour
I am proud to say that this ages visitors and suggestions.
project is another first for Co
vell Hall. Can your living group
The official flower for UOP *s
say the same?
the California poppy.

Raymond College Life

'Ivan The Terrible'

WEEKENDING?

SKI FILM
"Some Like It Cold
2 H0UR

GOING HOME?

^

HO 6-3491

l»

SUNDAY, OCT. 21, 8:00 p.m.
U.O.P. AUDITORIUM

lltf»

w>> i

REID
TRAVEL
ASSOCIATES

'50 snows/** steps from Delta Savings'

145 West Alder
Monday Nites 'til 9:00
408 EAST MINER AVENUE

....

VACATIONING?

FOR RESERVATIONS (and we'll GLADLY DELIVtn
the tickets TO YOU) just coll

•

GROUND FLOOR MEDICO-DENTAL BLDG-

